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WESTERN CITY DISTRICT  

FIRSTLY MAY I CONGRATULATE THE COMMITTEE FOR THE PROGRESS SO FAR. 

Can we look into the future of cities & suburbs & see energy efficient buildings? 

Concrete floors, concrete external walls & concrete roofs with earth covering & low level  vegetation 
& entertainment areas . they can be built faster & at less cost than current labour intensive homes if 
mass produced. So then our cities & suburbs will be our green belts which in turn will reduce global 
warming & re introduce the cool low pressure system, & rain fall patterns to the Sydney basin that is 
now the Sydney frypan. 

Green suburbs earth covered houses with double glassed windows, no noise very low energy usage, 
great for the race to help reduce carbon omissions, less stormwater runoff, far less external heat 
generated to the environment, so cooler suburbs, far less maintenance cost, no fires as they cannot 
be burned down. and of course perfect for a future city around an airport. 

A few examples of what the western city could look like are enclosed but I am sure all of you have 
seen many more of these than I have, but as far as I know no one has planed cities & suburbs to be 
totally green, energy efficient, environmentally friendly & noise proof? 

The down side is insurance cost would drop & in some cases may not be needed at alL, which would 
upset that industry. 

Singapore has examples of how we can build high-rise apartments with lots of green space between 
them in the city & suburbs & still look like you are living in a park. 

We should be doing the same with office blocks & car parks in the city, vertical gardens etc, with no 
on street parking. 

If we continue to rebuild high-rise on most of the city which is currently occupied by old housing etc, 
then we must leave large spaces between the high rise sections which could be open space or 
occupied in some cases by one or two story car parks or buildings with the complete tops covered 
with parks for the occupants of the high rise. Most of  the open space can be a condition of 
development & owned & maintained by the body corporate to keep councils cost down to maintain 
the streets & public parks. 

Where possible we should promote the idea of live, work & play in the same building. multi use of 
high rise. 

We surely can now build a new suburb with interior, feeder arterial & main roads without traffic 
lights? all existing lights that have the room should all have left turn lanes at any time with their own 
access lane. All traffic lights outside of peek hour should flash orange, so if there is no other traffic 
on the road no one needs to stop. All major intersections should be over & under passes with no 
traffic lights, free flowing traffic saves time money & energy. All round a bouts should also have left 
turn lanes separate to the intersection. Speeds should be slower on inner suburban  roads & 
increase as you go to feeder & arterial roads, not as in some current cases. 

Freeway on & off ramps should be much longer to prevent holdups when merging. 



The northern road Penrith  is a prime example of what not to do when trying to make traffic flow 
more efficiently, we are increasing the number of traffic lights with no left hand turn lanes clear of 
the intersections, there are no overpasses, not even for pedestrians, & now we are making it wider 
so we can stop even more cars at the same traffic lights. the northern road through Penrith is the 
main north south road & as such should have limited access from side streets, and where possible 
that access should be traffic light free. in that regard the western distributor should be constructed 
as soon as possible from the M2 to the northern road, to alleviate the traffic that flows from Jordon 
springs to the M4. 

 

Public transport is getting much better & I am sure the goal is to have  buss routs accessible by all, 
which when coupled with the existing great train system both existing  & planed should also reduce 
the need for cars. In that regard is there any ting that can be done to speed up the introduction of 
electric cars? 

Six level car parks are welcome for PENRITH but surly we can make it fit in a lot better than the 
concept plan? Some vertical gardens or hanging gardens would be a great place to start? There are 
many examples of great looking car parks of this type. We want all Penrith's new buildings to be not 
only useful but attractive & environmentally friendly.  

If we wish to entice business & residence to Penrith we need to look at the big picture, taller greener 
buildings with more open space around them. 

Please we owe it to future generation to leave an environment that can sustain itself. 

regards 

Robert Ward 
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